hexagonal matching algorithm was proposed by [4] to re-
INTRODUCTION
duce the number of computational iterations. It basically The use of mesh-based triangular patches provides an alterrelies on a hexagon formed by seven grid points as shown native approach to the estimation of motion. The procedure in Fig. 1 . By fixing the position of the six peripheral veris to divide the current frame into a number of triangular tices, the central grid point, Gz, is allowed to acquire an oppatches, and to find the best matching corresponding patch timal motion displacement within the hexagon. Estimation in the reference frame when deformed by affine transformaof the motion for the other vertices forming the hexagon is tion. The mean absolute difference is commonly used as the performed in a similar manner. Subsequently, a refinement matching criterion, and the motion is defined by the change process is activated for the central grid point if the displacein stcion crrof the onionvis [1] [2] cmaged ment of any grid point in the hexagon has been modified.
to the conventional block-matching algorithm (BMA), meshThe iterative refinement process is applied to all grid points to the coventiona block-maching alorithm (BA), mesh until convergence to local or global minima. based motion models provide more visually acceptable reu sults in the predicted frame. This is credited to the fact that
The hexagon matching algorithm provides a successful connectivity of the triangular patches is maintained, comapproach to mesh-based motion estimation. However, it is pared with a disjointed collection of blocks in the BMA.
computationally expensive as the recursive refinement proFurthermore, motion is estimated more accurately due to the cess is unavoidable. The motivation of this paper is to deutilisation of an affine transformation, which supports varvelop a fast algorithm that is compatible with the hexagonious spatial deformations such as translation, rotation and based scheme. In the next section, an algorithm incorpozoom [3] . The deformed triangular patches are described rating an embedded block model is proposed to achieve a by the motion displacement of the grid points (the points reduction in computation. In section 3, a block-wise apshared by the vertices of the triangles) for motion coding proach to motion coding is presented, to improve the PSNRpurposes.
rate performance of the encoded test sequences. Simulation In mesh-based motion estimation, the computation of results using a number of test sequences are included in secthe motion vector for a grid point is affected by its neigh- size Kx L) centred at each grid point. stem from the fact that the connectivity of vertices of adjacent blocks is not preserved [5] .
necessary. A MAD evaluation incorporating an embedded
In contrast, mesh-based motion models deform interblock model can solve the above problem. In Fig.2 
proportion of the grid points do not change from frame to
frame. This is normally attributed to a stationary intensity B P 1)
field that exists in consecutive frames. This is particularly (2) prevelant in scenes comprising a static background. It is where B(G(i, j), t) and B(G(i, j), t -1) are the embednatural to ask whether it is possible to detect the location of ded blocks centred at grid point G(i, j) in frames t and t-1, these areas and to know in advance that estimation of new respectively. grid point locations is not required. Richardson and Zhao A decision process is then used to decide whether the [6] advocate an error metric based on mean absolute differcurrent grid point is to be exempt from motion estimation. 
estimation for the current grid point, G(i, j). Eventually, all where M x N is the size of the block. B (i, j, t) and B (i, j, tthe grid points are assigned a boolean value. In the decision 1) represent corresponding blocks at location of (i, j) in making process, the algorithm ensures that motion is estiframes t and t -1 respectively. mated for those grid points located at static intensity field
The question arises whether (1) can be applied to a meshboundaries. based model. In a block-based model the vertices of a block are the four adjacent grid points as shown in Fig.2(a) , and
BLOCK-WISE APPROACH FOR MOTION the individual grid points have little influence on the MAD
INFORMATION CODING evaluation for a block. However in a mesh-based scheme, the displacement of each grid point is dependent on its adAs mentioned, clusters of stationary grid points are observed jacent neighbours. This is particularly true at the boundwhen coding natural video. Intuitively, much of the redunaries of a static intensity field. Thus, a modification to (1) Table 2 . Average PSNR performance of the hexagon algorithm and the proposed algorithm prior to residue coding ing grid points with zero displacement. A block-wise apwith JPEG2000 proach is proposed to achieve this, without specifying the location of the groups. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of two 4. SIMULATION RESULTS different schemes utilising an Exp-Golomb lookup table for motion information coding. In Fig. 3 
(a) motion information
This section discusses the performance of the proposed alis encoded in the conventional raster manner without congorithm in a complete codec. Results are presented as imsidering the correlation of adjacent motion displacements. Fig. 3(b) . An indicator is assigned to each group of each sequence were processed. Except for the first frame, to indicate whether all four grid points have zero motion (inall the frames are encoded with mesh-based coding. The dicator = '0'). For a group in which there is at least one grid search range of the motion estimation is set to ±8 pixels.
point with non-zero motion the indicator is set to '1' and is Finally, the motion information was encoded using the Expfollowed by the motion vector difference (MVD) code for
Golomb method and the residue data using JPEG2000 at each member of the group. The proposed motion coding fixed bit rates. algorithms for encoder and decoder are summarised as folfixe b s.
lows:~~~~~~~~~~~~~Table 2 shows the average picture degradation for the lows:
two motion estimation algorithms. The PSNR measureEncoder:
ments are made prior to residue coding with JPEG2000. 1. Consider a group offour grid points and check for Significantly, the sequences employing the proposed algoconsistency ofzero motion displacement. rithm achieve almost the same PSNR values as those by 2. If motion is consistently zero, assign indicator bit '0' the hexagon matching algorithm. A maximum of 0.03dB in and proceed to the next group. picture degradation is observed in the Carphone sequence 3. Otherwise, assign indicator bit '1' and code individ-(Class C) which demands a detailed motion search. ual members. Proceed to the next group. Table 3 shows the reduction in number of mesh-based grid point iterations. Generally, the reduction is dependent Decoder:
on the amount of motion within the sequence. For the class 1. Examine the indicator bit (thefirst bit ofthe bitstream) C sequences, Carphone and 
